


Thefascia [right] featurestwo headphone

outputs,togetherwith the upsampling

options[far right] offeredbythe DAC

the rear features a pair of RCA
line level inputs, a pair of XLR
balanced inputs and a pair of
single-ended analogue outputs;
I suppose space precluded
the addition of a pair of XLR
balanced outputs. These are the
makings of a full-blown system
controller four digital inputs,
two line inputs, a DAC, remote
control- add source, amp and
speakers, and you're away.

On the front panel are two
1/4in headphone inputs, a
display that shows output level
and the various menu functions,
a large rotary volume control,
the input selector and the
on/off switch. Press the volume

control. and you access menus

for setting balance, choosing
high or low gain and other
options for interfacing it with
monitoring systems.

THE TECHNOLOGY
Grace adds other niceties to the

recipe, including its proprietary
s-Lock dual stage PLL (Phase
Lock Loop) for extremely low
intrinsic jitter and 'rock solid
digital performance', Another
feature, the effectiveness and

appeal of which are determined
by personal taste, headphone
selection and head shape, is
the XFeedsetting, This is said
to 'simulate the acoustics

of a loudspeaker listening
environment, which significantly
improves imaging while
reducing listening fatigue when
using headphones.'

Designed by Dr, Jan Meier,
XFeed employs carefully
designed signal 'crossfeed'
filtering and delay circuits to

'Pipeline' was fat and tight, with the
kind of Row that has gibbering idiots
howling about rhythm and timing
simulate HRTF (Head Related
Transfer Functions). Other

headphone amp manufacturers
have similar offerings, and their
efficacy can vary from recording
to recording and headphone
to headphone, so consider it
a freebie, But it does have an

intriguing effect on in-your-head
imaging, so don't dismiss it.

Over th'e years, I've played
with a number of headphone
amplifiers including wonderful
units from Grado, AudioValve,

Musical Fidelity and others, and
they're heartily recommend if
your system lacks a headphone
output but you don't need the
addition of a DAC,But the m902

must be looked at primarily
as a 'reference headphone
amplifier' regardless of its other
capabilities. What it does above
and beyond other headphone
amps is offer universality,
in that its 'high-current
transimpedance amplifier
circuitry' seems to drive any
headphones you connect to it,
even with silly, low impedances
like the legendary Beyer DT48s
(25 ohms II).

While nothing can convert
the sound of a dynamic
headphone into the open, airy
brilliance that is the sound of
a Stax electrostatic, the Grace
is so clear and uncoloured

that I can't recall headphone
monitoring that was so truly
naked and revealing, Ordinarily,
this is a moot virtue for

audiophiles, but remember this
was designed for professionals
to use for monitoring the
recording process, It has to
be revealing. But Grace must
have an audiophile in its ranks,
because the sound is also

smooth and inviting.
With a pristine stereo

transfer of Bobby Vinton's
Blue Velvet,the backing vocals
possessed a sheen of Mathis-
grade, while the slapped electric
bass was both round and solid,

Speaking of bass, the opening
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Pressthe rotary volume control to access menusfor setting both balance and gain

Balancedinputs join RCAins and single-ended analogue outs, plus a USBcomputer interface

of the Chantays' Pipeline was

fat- or should that be 'phat' as
it deserves sampling by some
lower-octave degenerate - and
tight, with the kind of flow that

has gibbering idiots howling

about pace, rhythm and timing

And if 'weight' is a virtue,
check out the sheer mass of

the drum in the opening salvo

of That Thing You Do from the
soundtrack of the same name.

[God bless Tom Hanks]
And the sound even retained

its openness in the seemingly
non-conducive milieu of mono

recordings. Kyu Sakamoto's

Sukiyaki was gorgeous, the
whistling solo sounding natural
and sibilance-free, every nuance
in his voice heard clearly enough
to help you brush up on your
Japanese- includingthat
tough-to-master 'ng' sound.
And Lord knows why, but I got

hold of a superb transfer of

the Singing Nun's Dominique:

the acoustic guitar was simply

glorious, if not quite convincing

enough to make me Jointhe
ranks of the Dominicans. It

somehow sounded bigger, with
its sonic borders outside of the

head despite a solid central

GRACE m902 HEADPHONE AMp. £1427

presence. Ditto the clarity

- even with my crappy command
of French, I could make out

every syllable

PLAYER SWITCHES

All the while, I was switching
between thevariousCD
players' DACsand the Grace's
onboard offering. This is one
classyconverter, ableto hold
its own with some top notch
devices. Aside from its obvious

convenience and flexibility (less,
of course, HDCD!. it does have

its own sonic personality. I found
its processing less forgiving and
more detailed than domestic
audio conversion, at times

sounding thinner. It certainly
provedlessromanticthan the
X-RAYV3 CD player or Denon
DVD2500DVD player used for
this test.

One interesting effect of
the Grace's DACwas a less
'forward' sound. I realise
that's an odd trait to discuss

with headphones, but it was
identical to the effect through
loudspeakers, which I confirmed
by feeding the Grace through

the Marantz PM-4 integrated
amp driving LS3/5As Whether
in your head or out of it, the
depth perspective changed.
Grab a copy of Wheatus'
'Teenage Dirtbag' and listen
to the acoustic guitar at the
beginning, and notice the shift, a
slight backward step away from
the listener with the Grace DAC.

Question time: Do you need
an m90n At £1427 inc VAT,

plus £90 for the remote, it
costs more than most straight
[non-DAC-equippedl headphone
amps on offer. Meanwhile, Quad
99COP II owners, for example,
have all the digital inputs they
couldwant,andanyAN system
with a headphoneoutputwould
serve, too. But the key is not so
much the OACsection - which

I will be using as a reference
when reviewingCDtransports
- as it is the headphoneamp If
you use headphones even half
as much as you listen to your
speakers, find a way to hear
this Your ratio of headphone-
to-speaker usage will certainly
change.Andyou'll understand
why I'm buying one. D

REVIEW SYSTEM
. BeyerDT48headphones

. Grado RS1headphones

. Sennheiser HD414 headphones

. Sennheiser HD580 headphones

. Musical Fidelity X-DACV3 D/A

converter

. MusicalFidelityX-RAYCDplayer

. Musical Fidelity X-RAYV3 CD player

. Marantz CD12 CD transport

. Denon DVD2500 universal player

. Marantz PM-4 integrated amplifier

. Spendor LS3/5A speakers

. KimberTOSlinkcable

. Acrolink75ohmdigital cable

. TransparentUltra balancedcable

. Acrolink 7N-A2500 interconnects

VERDICT
There'snothingreally to touchthis if youa needDACor digital pre-ampwith a

handfulof inputs, If youcanfactor in heavyheadphoneusage,the Gracesuddenly

takes onauniquerole,Addthe Skipjackif youneedmorethanthe two line inputs,

andyou'll havethe neatest,mostcompact,mostruggedly-built,clean-sounding

controlcentreat the price,Sufficeit to say,I'm buyinganm902for my'desk'

systemmwhichI listen to six hoursaday,five daysaweek.
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